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AMERICAN COKE AND COAL CHEMICALS INSTIUTE 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 

OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 

Thursday, November 12, 2020 
(via a CISCO Webex Virtual Meeting (VM)) 

 
  

 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
 

Board Chairman Dean Bishop called the VM to order at 1:05 PM EST. 
 
II. THOSE PRESENT AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

A. Those Present 
 

The following were present: 
 

Directors 
Dean Bishop, Chairman ABC Coke 
Sharon Parker ABC Coke 
Rob Carlin DTE Energy Services 
Rob Gray Hickman, Williams & Company 
Dave Schoen Koppers, Inc. 
Keith Kahl SunCoke Energy 
Jeff Wozek SunCoke Energy 
Matt Kraeuter ThyssenKrupp Industrial Solutions 
Mike Rhoads U. S. Steel 
 
Staff 
David Ailor President 
Jan Deitch Director of Administration 
David Menotti General Counsel 

 
Chairman Bishop noted the presence of a quorum for the record. 

 
B. Antitrust Statement 

 
ACCCI General Counsel David Menotti made a brief anti-trust compliance 
statement.  He referenced ACCCI’s antitrust policy, which was included as 
pages 1 to 3 of the meeting materials. Mr. Ailor noted that he had provided 
the Board with all such meeting materials several days before the VM, via 
e-mail. 
 

C. Discussion/Decision on Approving Ben Rankin of Hickman, Williams & 
Company to Fill the Board Seat That Rob Gray of That Company Is 
Resigning Effective January 1, 2021 

 
Rob Gray (Hickman, Williams & Company), referring to an e-mail he 
had sent to Mr. Ailor on May 29, 2020 (page 4 of the meeting 
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materials), reported that he planned to retire from his company, 
effective January 1, 2021, and was resigning from the Board as of that 
date.  He requested that the Board approve Ben Rankin, Vice 
President of Hickman, Williams & Company, to “… fulfill the balance of 
[his] term as the Sales Agency Representative” on the Board.  It was 
MOVED and SECONDED to approve the request.  The motion 
PASSED. 

 
D. Other Announcements 
 
 No other announcements were made. 
  

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MAY 27, 2020, BOARD MEETING 
 
It was MOVED and SECONDED to approve the Draft Minutes of the Spring 
Meeting (conference call) of the Board of Directors on May 27, 2020 (pages 5 
to 12 of the meeting materials).  The Draft Minutes were APPROVED. 
 

IV. COMMITTEE REPORTS/UPDATES 
 

A. MESH Committee Update 
 
Mike Rhoads (USS), Chairman of ACCCI’s Manufacturing, Environmental, and 
Safety and Health (MESH) Committee, reported that both the Spring and Fall 2020 
meetings of the Committee had been cancelled.  Both cancellations were a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic the Nation has been experiencing since February 2020; 
company-imposed travel restrictions put in place because of the pandemic; and, the 
poor business conditions the membership is experiencing as a result of the 
pandemic. 
 
The Spring 2020 Meeting had been scheduled for April 7-8, 2020, in West Chester, 
OH, with SunCoke’s Middletown, OH’s coke plant as the host plant.  The Fall 2020 
Meeting, was to be held at a TBD date in the Pittsburgh, PA area with USS’ 
Clairton, PA coke plant as the host plant.  Hopefully, during 2021, the pandemic will 
ease such that it is safe to meet again.  The agenda for the Spring 2020 Meeting, 
which had been fully developed before the decision was made to cancel that 
meeting, will serve as the starting point for an agenda for the next meeting of the 
Committee, whenever and wherever it is held – hopefully, during 2021. 
 
Next, Mr. Rhoads reported that, during 2020, he, together with his team of MESH 
subcommittee chairs, had taken steps to restructure “in person” meetings of the 
Committee, when they can safely resume, to make them more beneficial for 
members, including providing more and better member networking opportunities.   
Among the steps taken are allowing all segments of ACCCI’s membership to 
participate in the meetings, offering multiple opportunities for Industry Supplier 
members of ACCCI to deliver technical presentations – including presentations on 
what they offer to the coke and coal chemicals industry - during the meetings, and 
offering plant tours for meeting attendees. 
 
Mr. Rhoads concluded by reporting that he was contemplating appointing new 
chairs for some or all the three MESH subcommittees, which include the MESH 
Manufacturing Subcommittee, the MESH Environmental Subcommittee, and the 
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MESH Safety and Health Subcommittee.  He did not indicate whom he might 
appoint as new chairs, for which subcommittees, or when he might do so. 
 

B. International Committee 
 

Mr. Ailor summarized the Census Bureau’s coke import statistics report 
through September 2020 (pages 13 to 17 of the meeting materials). 
 
Mr. Kraeuter, noting that the Committee has lacked a Chair for some time, 
asked what purpose the Committee serves.  Mr. Ailor responded that, 
decades ago, when U.S. coke producers were facing significant amounts of 
coke imports from China, the Committee had facilitated a coke industry 
filing with the International Trade Commission to limit Chinese coke imports 
to the U.S.  However, at least since his return to ACCCI in 2015, it has 
lacked a Chair and its only function has been to report to the Board twice a 
year on the latest coke import statistics report released by the Census 
Bureau. 
 
Mr. Kraeuter indicated that his company, ThyssenKrupp, has interests and 
concerns outside of the U.S. and, so, might see a benefit of an expanded 
role for the Committee.  But, no one else present indicated any such 
interests/concerns. 
 
There was some discussion on possibly “sunsetting” the Committee and 
removing its report as an agenda item for future Board meetings.  But, no 
one present voiced support for doing either.  Discussion of this topic 
concluded with no decisions being made. 
 

C. Membership Report 
 

Membership Committee Chairman David Schoen gave the Report, referring to page 
18 of the meeting materials. 

 
D. Regulatory Affairs Update 
 

Mr. Ailor, who gave the Update, began by noting that, considering all the important 
issues before the Board this and all such meetings and in the interest of ensuring 
there was sufficient time to discuss them, he had revised the “Regulatory Affairs 
Update” PowerPoint he historically revises for each Board meeting, to remove a 
number of slides that only provide background information on particular issues.  
Board members who want such background information should contact him. 
 
Next, referencing the latest version of the PowerPoint, which he had furnished 
electronically to all Board members prior to the meeting, he gave the Update.  At 
the outset, he referred those present to two other related document6s he had 
provided the Board prior to the meeting - the latest version of an ACCCI-maintained 
document entitled “Associations of Which ACCCI Is a Member/Regulatory-Focused 
Coalitions in Which ACCCI Participates” (pages 19 to 21 of the meeting materials); 
and, the latest (October 2020) version of ACCCI’s “Priority Issues Update” (pages 
22 to 31 of the meeting materials), which he routinely provides to ACCCI’s 
membership each month, to update them on notable regulatory and legislative 
developments during the preceding month of potential interest/concern to member 
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companies. 
 
As usual, his Regulatory Affairs Update provided details on sector-specific and 
general industry regulatory issues of concern to the U.S. coke industry, regulatory 
issues of concern to the coal chemicals industry, and other important regulatory 
affairs issues.  Issues on which he focused were EPA’s Risk and Technology 
Review (RTR) of the 2003 MACT Standards for Coke Pushing, Quenching and 
Battery Stacks (PQBS); ENGO’s Clean Air Act 112(d)(6) RTR Deadline Litigation; 
EPA’s CERCLA “Financial Assurance” Rulemakings for the “Coal Products 
Manufacturing” and “Chemical Manufacturing” Industries; and, a proposed Refined 
Tar Sealant (RTS) Eligibility Criterion included in EPA’s Proposed 2020 Multi-Sector 
General Permit (MSGP) for Stormwater from Industrial Activities. 
 
During Mr. Ailor’s report on principal “general industry” environmental issues of 
concern to the U.S. coke industry, Mr. Rhoads, at the invitation of Mr. Ailor, 
reported on one such issue that USS is facing – an ENGO lawsuit alleging that USS 
violated 42 U.S.C. § 9603(a) of CERCLA.  Following Mr. Rhoads’ report, Mr. Ailor 
noted that, at the urging of USS, ACCCI had joined a U.S. Chamber of Commerce-
led multi-association coalition that, in late October 2020, had filed an amicus brief in 
support of USS’ position in the case. 

 
V. Statistical Programs Report 

 
Ms. Deitch and Mr. Ailor reported on the status of ACCCI’s quarterly statistical reports 
and annual benchmarking surveys (page 32 of the meeting materials). 

 
VI. Financial Report 
 

A. Most Recent (September 2020) Financial Statement 
 

Mr. Bishop and Mr. Ailor reviewed ACCCI’s most recent monthly financial statement 
- that for September 2020 - reflecting income and expenses through the end of 
September (pages 33 to 37 of the meeting materials). 

 
B. Approval of 2019 Audit 
 

Mr. Ailor referred those present to the 2019 Audit report prepared by Patton and 
Company CPAs (pages 38 to 47 of the meeting materials).  It was MOVED and 
SECONDED to accept the 2019 audit report.  MOTION PASSED. 

 
C. Approval of 2020 Auditor 
 

Mr. Ailor referred those present to an August 31, 2020, proposal from Patton and 
Company CPAs to conduct the 2020 audit, for a cost of not-to-exceed $3,700 (page 
48 of the meeting materials).  It was MOVED and SECONDED to accept the 
proposal, which would include preparation of ACCCI’s Form 990 income tax return.  
MOTION PASSED. 

 
D. Discussion on 2021 Budget 
 

Mr. Bishop referred those present to a Proposed Budget for 2021 that Mr. Ailor had 
developed at the direction of ACCCI’s Officers (pages 49 to 52 of the meeting 
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materials).  Mr. Ailor, in turn, explained that, at the Officers’ direction, the Proposed 
Budget included only two face-to-face ACCCI meetings next year, due to the 
pandemic - ACCCI’s 2021 Annual Meeting; and, one, rather than two meetings of 
ACCCI’s MESH Committee.  Additionally, the proposal reflects a budget request of 
the ACCCI MESH Committee’s Coalitions Subcommittee for 2021 - $35,000 - for 
ACCCI’s membership in the associations and regulatory-focused coalitions of which 
the Subcommittee thinks ACCCI should be a member during 2021.  Finally, it has a 
projected loss next year of $28,390.00.  Following a brief discussion, it was MOVED 
and SECONDED to approve the Proposed Budget.  MOTION PASSED. 

 
E. Report on New Effort to Revise the Format of the Monthly Financial Statement 

 
Mr. Bishop reported on the efforts of a new Board task force of himself, ACCCI’s 
Officers (Vice Chairman Jeff Wozek and Secretary/Treasurer Ron Burnette), 
immediate past Board Chairman Rob Carlin and ACCCI staff, to work towards a 
format that will be used going forward.  He explained that, at his request, ABC Coke 
Comptroller John Dobie was assisting in the effort. 
 
The goal is to streamline ACCCI’s process of preparing the monthly Financial 
reports away from the process which ACCCI staff has historically used, to one that 
involves the Sage/Peachtree accounting software which staff already utilizes.  As 
part of this process, ACCCI is repurposing one of ACCCI’s checking accounts – 
that for COETF funds alone – such that it will hold funds for all ACCCI “special 
projects,” including COETF projects, where the existing account numbers for those 
special projects will remain unchanged from those already shown in the current 
Financial reports. 
 

F. Status of Dues Collections and Discussion of Board Policy for Delinquencies 
 
Discussion of this topic focused broadly on what to do insofar as companies that do 
not pay their annual dues in a timely manner, despite multiple reminders from 
ACCCI staff and repeated efforts by staff to contact them.  As noted on page 18 of 
the meeting materials, two member companies are delinquent in paying their 2020 
annual dues as of the Business Meeting - H Quest Vanguard Inc. and Wilson 
Industrial Sales Company. 
  
Following a full discussion, decisions were made that (1) going forward, ACCCI 
staff would, to the best of its ability, identify which, if any, Board member had 
sponsored the membership of a company that is delinquent in payment of its annual 
dues; (2) if a sponsoring Board member is identified, staff would ask that Board 
member to contact said company to inquire about payment; and, (3) if a Board 
member cannot be identified, then staff would contact the Board chair to inform 
him/her of such and determine how he/she wants to proceed. 
 
Insofar as the two companies that are delinquent in paying their 2020 annual dues - 
H Quest Vanguard Inc. and Wilson Industrial Sales Company – Mr. Kraeuter 
volunteered to contact the former, and Mr. Bishop the latter.  In advance of them 
making these contacts, Ms. Deitch will send Mr. Kraeuter and Mr. Bishop the 
January 2020 invoices she sent to those companies, so they know who there 
received those invoices. 
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G. Report on the Tonawanda Coke Bankruptcy and the Status of the Claims 
ACCCI Filed 

 
Ms. Deitch is monitoring for ACCCI the Tonawanda Coke bankruptcy proceedings 
and the status of the claims ACCCI has filed in those proceedings.  She reported 
that there had been no recent developments on the matter. 

 
H. Report on Whether or Not Erie Coke Is in Bankruptcy and, if so, Whether 

ACCCI Should File Claims in that Proceeding 
 

Mr. Ailor reported that, this summer, he had contacted Paul Saffrin, CEO of Erie 
Coke, to learn whether or not Erie Coke is in bankruptcy.  Mr. Saffrin reported to 
him that Erie Coke was not in bankruptcy at the time, but that he would alert Mr. 
Ailor if and when it enters bankruptcy.  Mr. Ailor presumes that if/when that 
happens, the Board will want ACCCI to file claims in those proceedings, much as it 
has done in the Tonawanda Coke proceedings. 

 
I. Other Issues 

 
No other financial issues were discussed. 

 
VII. Report of Task Force Charged with Offering Each of ACCCI’s Three Integrated Coke 

Producer Member Companies with One Company-Specific Board Seat in Exchange 
for Annual Dues of $25,000/Year 
 
Mr. Rhoads, who chairs the above referenced task force, gave the report.  The Board 
created the task force in December 2019 and includes Mr. Bishop, Mr. Schoen and Mr. 
Rhoads. 
 
He reported that because business conditions are still so poor due to the pandemic, the 
task force has suspended further contacts with the three companies in question until 
conditions improve.  Additionally, with Cleveland Cliffs, which purchased AK Steel earlier 
this year, in the middle of completing another deal to purchase ArcelorMittal by the end of 
2020, the task force does not think the time will be right for further contacts until 2021, after 
that deal closes.  When the time is right, Mr. Rhoads thinks that contacting someone at 
Cleveland Cliffs, who would then own two of the three integrated coke producer member 
companies in question, would be appropriate. 
 
The three integrated coke producer member companies are AK Steel, ArcelorMittal and 
USS.  The task force has been charged by the Board with offering one seat on the Board in 
exchange for annual dues of $25,000 (i.e., ½ of the $50,000 annual dues currently 
assessed Merchant Coke Producers).   

 
VIII. Meetings Update 
 

A. Meetings Calendar/History 
 

Mr. Ailor updated those present on upcoming meetings of note and the history of 
ACCCI’s meetings dating back to 1995 (pages 53 to 55 of the meeting materials).  
Upcoming meetings of note include ACCCI’s 2021 Annual Meeting on April 22-
23, 2021, at the Resort at Longboat Key Club on Longboat Key, FL; and, TBD 
meetings of ACCCI’s MESH Committee in the Spring and Fall of 2021. 
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B. Discussion on 2021 Annual Meeting Date 

 
Mr. Ailor reported that, considering predictions that the pandemic will continue well 
into 2021, company-imposed travel restrictions are still in place because of the 
pandemic, and the membership continues to experience poor business conditions, 
the Officers thought it prudent to postpone ACCCI’s 2021 Annual Meeting.  
Currently, the meeting is scheduled for April 22-23, 2021, at the Resort at Longboat 
Key Club on Longboat Key, FL.  The Officers recommended the Board approve 
postponing the meeting to the Fall of 2021. 
 
With the blessing of Mr. Bishop, ACCCI staff had contacted the Resort at Longboat 
Key Club, in advance of the Business Meeting, to ascertain how willing the Resort 
might be to postponing our meeting to the Fall and, if it is willing, what availability 
the Resort might have for us in October 2021.  Staff learned that the Resort would 
be willing to postpone the meeting, with no damages.  A November 6, 2020, e-mail 
to ACCCI staff from Lauren Thompson, Associate Director of Sales at the Resort, 
indicating availability there in October 2021, was included as pages 56 to 57 of the 
meeting materials. 
 
Following a full discussion, those present supported postponing the 2021 Annual 
Meeting to the Fall, with their preference being the first option in October that Ms. 
Thompson offered in her e-mail - Wednesday, September 29–Saturday, October 2, 
2021.  Discussion concluded with decisions being made that ACCCI staff would 
contact Ms. Thompson to (1) thank her for being so understanding of and 
accommodating to our needs; and, (2) ask that she send staff the paperwork 
necessary to postpone our 2021 Annual Meeting to the first option offered in her e-
mail – Wednesday, September 29–Saturday, October 2, 2021. 
 

C. Discussion on Fall 2021 Business Meeting Date/Location 
 
 No action was taken on this topic.  Presumably, if the Board holds a meeting during 

ACCCI’s 2021 Annual Meeting now being postponed to the Fall of 2021 – 
September 29-October 2, 2021, at the Resort at Longboat Key Club – that meeting 
will be the serve as the 2021 Business Meeting (i.e., the Board will not hold another 
Business Meeting in early November 2021, before or after the 2021 MetCoke 
Meeting, whenever and wherever that meeting is held). 

 
D. Discussion on 2022 Annual Meeting Date/Location 
 

Mr. Ailor reminded those present that, in late July 2020, following the direction of 
the Board, ACCCI staff had contacted the venue scheduled to host this year’s 
Annual Meeting on October 1-2, 2020 – the Westin Hilton Head Island Resort & 
Spa on Hilton Head Island, SC - to discuss the possibility of cancelling the meeting 
there outright because of the pandemic.  The Westin was very understanding and 
accommodating about our desire to cancel, and agreed to do so with no damages. 
 
Since then, in view of how understanding and accommodating the Westin had been 
to us, the Officers voiced support for asking the Resort to provide us a proposal to 
host ACCCI’s 2022 Annual Meeting.  With their blessing, ACCCI staff did so, and 
the Resort followed up in October with a 2022 proposal for the time frame that 
ACCCI typically holds its Annual Meetings – late April to early May 2022.  A 
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Summary Sheet on the Resort’s proposal as prepared by Ms. Deitch was included 
as pages 58 to 59 of the meeting materials; the proposal is for Wednesday, May 4 – 
Saturday, May 7, 2022. 
 
Following a full discussion, those present supported moving forward to lockin 
ACCCI’s 2022 Annual Meeting for the dates proposed by the Resort.  Discussion 
concluded with decision being made that ACCCI staff would contact staff at the 
Resort to ask that they send staff the paperwork necessary to lockin those dates in 
May 2022 for ACCCI’s 2022 Annual Meeting. 

 
E. Other Issues 
 

Mr. Ailor asked those present if they wanted to lockin a date and time for the Spring 
2021 Meeting of the Board which, presumably, will be a Virtual Meeting due to the 
pandemic.  No one wanted to do so. 
 
No other meeting-related issues were discussed. 

 
IX. Old and New Business 

 
A. Appointment of Nominating Committee for Directors with Terms Expiring in 

2021 (Sharon Parker, Dave Schoen, Keith Kahl, Jeff Wozek and Mike Rhoads) 
 

Chairman Bishop asked for volunteers for a Nominating Committee for Directors 
with terms expiring in 2021 (i.e., Parker, Schoen, Kahl, Wozek and Rhoads).  Those 
who volunteered (or, in the case of Mr. Burnette, were volunteered) for this 
Committee included Mr. Carlin (Chair), Mr. Burnette and Mr. Rhoads.  It was 
MOVED and SECONDED that the Board approve the membership of the 
Committee.  MOTION PASSED. 
 

B. Draft Yearend 2020 Letter from the ACCCI Board to the Membership 
 

Mr. Ailor began by reporting that, a few minutes before the VM began, he had 
forwarded to Board members, via e-mail, another meeting material for 
review/discussion during Section IX.B of the agenda – a November 12, e-mail from 
Mr. Bishop setting forth Mr. Bishop’s draft of a yearend 2020 letter from the ACCCI 
Board to the Membership.  Mr. Ailor added that, following a quick comparison of 
what he had just forwarded with what he had provided the Board several days ago 
as a meeting material for Section IX.B, the two documents were one and the same. 
 
Additionally, he reported that, several weeks ago, he had redrafted the letter that 
Mr. Bishop had drafted.  He thought he had included that redraft in the meeting 
materials he had provided the Board several days ago; however, he realized during 
the VM that he had not done so.  Upon realizing this, during the VM he sent the 
redraft to Board members, via e-mail, as a second discussion item under this 
Section. 
 
Then, Mr. Bishop explained why he thought that sending such a letter was 
important.  As he explained, considering that ACCCI had held no face-to-face 
meetings of the membership during 2020, he thought it important to update ACCCI 
members on all the important actions ACCCI had taken during 2020 towards, 
hopefully, lessening the likelihood that more members would leave the Association 
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during 2021 beyond the six that did so during 2020 (see page 18 of the meeting 
materials). 
 
Mr. Menotti, who noted that he had read both draft versions, recommended 
finalizing/sending something along the lines of Mr. Ailor’s version; none present 
disagreed.  Discussion of this topic concluded with decisions being made that (1) 
soon after the Business Meeting, Mr. Ailor would circulate his version to the Board, 
with the request that Board members inform him of their questions/comments on it, 
if any, within about one week’s time, on a “default calendar” basis; (2) in the event 
that no one informs Mr. Ailor of any questions/comments by the “default calendar” 
deadline, he would assume that none have any questions/comments on and all are 
agreeable to the letter as drafted, and finalize that version of the letter; and, (3) in 
early 2021, when ACCCI routinely sends invoices to member companies for their 
annual dues, ACCCI staff would include that version of the letter with the invoices, 
for review/consideration by member companies as they decide whether or not to 
pay their dues. 

 
C. Other Business 

 
Mr. Bishop commented that ACCCI’s website looked outdated and was in need of 
renovation, to make it more interactive and user-friendly.  He will discuss internal to 
his company what steps might be taken to renovate it.  ACCCI’s Officers will 
discuss “next steps” on the issue during their next monthly Virtual Meeting (VM) to 
discuss a draft of the latest ACCCI Financial Report (i.e., that for November 2020), 
before that Report is finalized/circulated to the Board.  That VM is scheduled for 
2:00 pm EST on Thursday, December 17. 

 
No other business was discussed. 

 
X. Executive Session (If Needed) 

 
There was no expressed need for an Executive Session. 

 
XI. ADJOURNMENT 

 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 3:37 PM EST.  
 
      /s/ David C. Ailor    
      David C. Ailor, P.E., President 

 
 
Approved, 
 
/s/ Dean Bishop      
Dean Bishop, Chairman 
 
/s/ David E. Menotti      
David E. Menotti, Esq., General Counsel 
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